Mechanical state, material properties and continuous description of an epithelial tissue
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During development, epithelial tissues undergo extensive morphogenesis based on coordinated changes of cell shape and position over time. Continuum mechanics describes tissue mechanical state and shape changes in terms of strain and stress. It accounts for individual cell properties using only a few spatially averaged material parameters. To determine the mechanical state and parameters in the Drosophila pupa dorsal thorax epithelium, we severed in vivo the adherens junctions around a disc-shaped domain comprising typically a hundred cells. This enabled a direct measurement of the strain along different orientations at once. The amplitude and the anisotropy of the strain increased during development. We also measured the stress-to-viscosity ratio and similarly found an increase in amplitude and anisotropy. The relaxation time was of the order of 10 s. We propose a space–time, continuous model of the relaxation. Good agreement with experimental data validates the description of the epithelial domain as a continuous, linear, visco-elastic material. We discuss the relevant time and length scales. Another material parameter, the ratio of external friction to internal viscosity, is estimated by fitting the initial velocity profile. Together, our results contribute to quantify forces and displacements, and their time evolution, during morphogenesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An epithelial tissue is a sheet of cells that acts as a barrier, separating, for instance, the outside and the inside of a multicellular organism. Its biological function relies in part on the formation of a network of adherens junction belts, connected to the acto-myosin cytoskeleton, where cells adhere to each other [1], and which transmits mechanical information over several cell diameters [1–3]. A key issue is to understand and model the role of tissue mechanics (forces, displacements and their time evolution) in the coordinated changes of cell shape and position that determine morphogenetic flows at the tissue level [1,4,5].

Several models describe tissues using continuum mechanics [3,6–12]. One precondition is the existence of a mesoscopic scale defining a domain over which averages of cell properties are well defined [6,13]. This description further relies on the assumption that the tissue mechanical state can be quantified, at the same mesoscopic scale, by two variables [6]: the stress characterizing in which directions, and to what extent, the domain is under tension or under compression; and the strain characterizing how far the domain geometry is from that of a relaxed state. Such description has the advantage of accounting for individual cell properties using only a few spatially averaged parameters, which determine, for instance, how fast and through which succession of states the domain reacts to external solicitations.

Beyond simple observation, in vivo mechanical measurement techniques include elastography [14], photoelasticity [15], magnetic micromanipulation [16], tonometry [17] or nanoindentation [18]. A large literature (for review [19]) has established laser ablation of individual cell junctions as a tool to measure the tensions within an epithelium, in particular during Drosophila dorsal closure [3,20–24]. This technique has enabled the material relaxation time $\tau$ to be measured and contributed to a better characterization of morphogenetic processes in Drosophila [25–28].

The analysis of single cell junction ablation is usually based on reasonable assumptions [19,20]: that the tissue is at mechanical equilibrium just before severing; that the ablation is effective in removing at least part of
the cell junction tension; and that during relaxation the velocity remains small (Reynolds number much smaller than 1). Within these assumptions, the initial retraction velocity yields the value of the cell junction tension removed by the ablation, up to an unknown prefactor which depends on the dissipation [25–29].

The tensor $\sigma$ denotes the component of the stress removed by ablation. It arises as an average over several individual cell junctions within a region of the tissue. By ablating straight lines in either of two perpendicular directions [30,31] or by performing statistics on single cell junction ablations in several directions [3], it is possible to measure step by step the anisotropy of the ratio $\sigma/\eta$ (where $\eta$ denotes the tissue viscosity). The stress-to-viscosity ratio $\sigma/\eta$ is the initial strain rate after the severing: the rate of displacement that the epithelium would spontaneously undergo if it were free.

The continuous description applies to other cellular materials, such as foams [32,33]. In the present work, we investigated experimentally whether it also applies to epithelial tissues. More specifically, we asked whether the epithelium strain, stress and material properties can be directly measured on a mesoscopic scale.

We addressed these questions in a model system, the dorsal thorax epithelium of *Drosophila melanogaster*. The pupa is the life stage during which the larva starves, feeds upon its reserves and metamorphoses into an adult [34]. The dorsal thorax is a single layer of cells whose apical surfaces, surrounded by the adherens junction belts, face the cuticle, which protects the pupa; their basal surfaces face the haemolymph, which acts as a nutrient transporter. It is composed of a large anterior region, the scutum, and a posterior tip, the scutellum. The thorax, and especially the scutellum, undergoes extensive morphogenetic changes during the metamorphosis that shapes the adult fly (figure 1a), making it a useful model to decipher the mechanisms that control tissue morphogenesis during development [29]. It has a bilateral symmetry axis: the midline (symmetry axis). The $x$-axis is antero-posterior: anterior (head) towards the left, posterior (abdomen) towards the right. The $y$-axis is medio-lateral. Crosses: approximate positions of severing, along the midline in the scutellum (blue) and off-axis in the scutum (black). (b) Epithelial cell apical junctions marked by E-cadherin:GFP just before severing, $t = 0^+$, here in an old pupa (see text for classification). Blue circles: two concentric circles define the annular severed region; the distance between circles corresponds to approximately one cell size. Yellow arrows: macrochaete used as spatial references to position the severed region. (c) First image after severing, $t = 1$ s. Yellow: fitted ellipse [35] (see §5). (d) Time $t = 30$ s after severing, showing a larger opening along $y$ than $x$. Scale bars: (a) 1 mm, (b–d) 10 $\mu$m.

Figure 1. Large-size annular severing in a fly dorsal thorax. (a) Developmental stages of a fruitfly *Drosophila melanogaster*. Top: larva. Middle: pupa, with pupal case removed (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1) and cuticle kept intact. Bottom: adult. Dashed lines represent the midline (symmetry axis). The $x$-axis is antero-posterior: anterior (head) towards the left, posterior (abdomen) towards the right. The $y$-axis is medio-lateral. Crosses: approximate positions of severing, along the midline in the scutellum (blue) and off-axis in the scutum (black). (b) Epithelial cell apical junctions marked by E-cadherin:GFP just before severing, $t = 0^+$, here in an old pupa (see text for classification). Blue circles: two concentric circles define the annular severed region; the distance between circles corresponds to approximately one cell size. Yellow arrows: macrochaete used as spatial references to position the severed region. (c) First image after severing, $t = 1$ s. Yellow: fitted ellipse [35] (see §5). (d) Time $t = 30$ s after severing, showing a larger opening along $y$ than $x$. Scale bars: (a) 1 mm, (b–d) 10 $\mu$m.
2. ANNULAR SEVERING EXPERIMENTS

We introduce an original type of severing experiment. We used short pulse laser to sever the adherens junctions in an annular region around an approximately 30 µm radius circular tissue domain (see figure 1b–d, §5 and electronic supplementary material, movies S1–S3). The inner and outer wound margins displayed a comparable speed, displacement and anisotropy. Note that the same anisotropy in speed and displacement results in the outer ellipse boundary having minor and major axes orthogonal to the minor and major axes of the inner one. After severing, the wound heals within tens of minutes and the pupa develops to an adult.

Experiments were carried out in the scutellum (blue cross in figure 1a). We classified them into three groups, according to the developmental age at which the severing was performed: earlier than 15–16 h, approximately 18–20 h and later than 24–26 h after pupa formation. For brevity, we call them ‘young’ (n = 8), ‘middle-aged’ (n = 5) and ‘old’ (n = 10) pupae, respectively. Similar experiments can be performed in other locations. As a proof of principle, we included three experiments performed in the scutellum (black cross in figure 1a) of middle-aged (n = 2) and old (n = 1) pupae.

We analysed the retraction of the inner tissue domain and its margin, within the set of assumptions relevant for the retraction of a single severed cell junction. The boundary of the retracting domain was fitted at each time point by an ellipse [35] (see §5 and figure 1c,d), yielding values of the ellipse semi-axes as a function of time X(t), Y(t) (figure 2).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Model-independent measurement of strain, stress-to-viscosity ratio and relaxation time

Severing the epithelium reveals the displacement that the epithelium would spontaneously undergo if it were free. We measure the strain using a logarithmic definition [32,37,38], Hencky’s ‘true strain’ [39]:

$$\varepsilon_{XX} = \int_0^L \frac{dx}{L_0} = \ln \left( \frac{L}{L_0} \right),$$

where L is the initial radius and $L_0$ is the ellipse semi-axis at the end of the relaxation. Similarly $\varepsilon_{YY} = \ln(L/L_0)$. The advantages of this definition are that [32,33]: it is valid at all amplitudes; it is adapted for tensorial measurements; and, finally, it increases the range of validity of the linear elasticity approximation, which applies here even to the highest strain value we measure, 0.45.

Each severing was followed by a relaxation to a final domain strictly smaller than the initial disc (figure 1d), indicating that, before the severing, the tissue had a positive strain in all directions. Since the midline is a symmetry axis, we expected that the strain axes are parallel and perpendicular to it. We checked that this is the case for the fitted ellipse axes, and that, accordingly, the shear strain $\varepsilon_{XY}$ is indistinguishable from 0. We thus plot $\varepsilon_{XX}$ and $\varepsilon_{YY}$ (figure 3a), obtained with absolute precision better than $10^{-2}$. The values are clustered according to the three pupa age groups: $\varepsilon_{XX}$ is low and isotropic at young age (green cluster), moderate and isotropic at middle age (red), high and anisotropic ($\varepsilon_{YY} > \varepsilon_{XX}$) at old age (blue).

Similarly, in each experiment, the initial retraction of the wound margins (figure 1c) indicates the sign of the
force balance shows that the force $F$ exerted by the ablated junction on the neighbouring vertex is proportional to the initial recoil velocity $v = F - \gamma v$, where $\gamma$ is a friction coefficient [19]. Coarse-graining this relation, and assuming that the main source of dissipation is identical in our experiments which sever many junctions at once, yields $\sigma \sim \gamma v/L$, where the factor $L$ is introduced by dimensional analysis. Results for the stress-to-viscosity ratio $\sigma/\eta$ (figure 3b) are similar to those for $\varepsilon$: its amplitude and anisotropy are initially small and increase with age; the values are clustered according to the three age groups; no shear stress is detected. Values of $\sigma/\eta$ span almost two decades, reflecting the sensitivity and precision of the method.

The relaxation time, $\tau$, is obtained from the time evolution of the ellipse axes. Instead of fitting an exponential to the data, we plot the velocity against the position (inset of figure 2). This method is robust and independent of any assumption. A linear regression of the velocity as a function of position yields a slope of $-1/\tau$, as seen, for example, in the equation

$$\frac{dY(t)}{dt} = -\frac{Y(t) - L_0}{\tau}. \quad (3.2)$$

We find that the relaxation time is approximately isotropic (see electronic supplementary material, figure S3a) and use $(\tau_x + \tau_y)/2$ as an estimate of $\tau$. It is close to 10 s and only slightly varies with the pupa age group (figure 3c, vertical axis).

### 3.2. Space–time model and measurement of the friction-to-viscosity ratio

To describe the bulk of the retracting domain, we tracked the displacements of around a hundred features in a band of tissue (figure 4 and §5). Spatially averaging their positions by binning them into eight equal-size bins improves the signal-to-noise ratio. We obtain the initial velocity profile versus position (figure 5). For old pupae, it is spatially linear; for middle-aged pupae, it is spatially nonlinear; in the young pupae, immediately after severing only the boundaries move significantly.

To account for these observations, we formulate a spatio-temporal, visco-elastic, Kelvin–Voigt model in one dimension of space, where the coordinate $z$ denotes either $x$ or $y$ and $t$ denotes time after severing (see the electronic supplementary material). Thanks to the definition (3.1), the strain $\varepsilon(z, t)$ is related without approximation to the velocity $v(z, t)$ through

$$\frac{\partial v}{\partial z} = \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial t}. \quad (3.3)$$

We model the effect of friction of the epithelium against the haemolymph and the cuticle as an external fluid friction with coefficient $\zeta$. We find that, when internal viscosity dominates, the strain remains uniform and all parts of the tissue relax exponentially with the same visco-elastic relaxation time $\tau = \eta/E$, where $E$ is the Young modulus (see electronic supplementary material, figure S4a). When external friction dominates, strain diffuses from the boundaries with a diffusion coefficient $D = E/\zeta$ and remains thus inhomogeneous.
at times $t$ smaller than $\tau_0 = L^2 / D = \zeta L^2 / E$ (see electronic supplementary material, figure S4b). In the general case, the dynamical equation for the strain field $\varepsilon(z, t)$ reads

$$\frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \left( \varepsilon + \tau \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial t} \right),$$  

with the conditions $\varepsilon(z, t = 0) = \varepsilon_0$, initially, $\varepsilon(z = \pm L, t) = \varepsilon_0 \exp(-t/\tau)$ at boundaries and $\varepsilon(z, t \rightarrow \infty) = 0$ at the end. The relative importance of external friction versus internal viscosity is quantified by the dimensionless parameter

$$\xi = \frac{\zeta L^2}{\eta} = \frac{\tau_0}{\tau},$$  

Solving equation (3.4) at short time and integrating over space equation (3.3) at $t = 0$ yields the initial velocity profile

$$v(z, t = 0) = -\varepsilon_0 \frac{L}{\xi \zeta^{1/2}} \frac{1}{\cosh^{1/2}\left(\xi^{1/2} z / L\right)} \sinh\left(\xi^{1/2} z / L\right),$$  

(3.6)

whose curvature is controlled by $\xi$. We thus estimate $\xi$ by fitting a hyperbolic sine to experimental initial velocity profiles (figure 5). As for the relaxation time, we check that the values $\xi_x$ and $\xi_y$ determined in the directions $x$ and $y$ are roughly consistent (see electronic supplementary material, figure S3b): we thus use $(\xi_x + \xi_y)/2$ as an estimate of $\xi$.

We find that $\xi$ varies more than $\tau$ (figure 3c, horizontal axis). The middle-aged group is characterized by intermediate values of $\xi$ (figure 5, red), of the order of 10. According to equation (3.5), this indicates a possible effect of the external friction on the relaxation for scales larger than $L/\sqrt{\xi} \approx 10 \mu m$. For both other age groups, the values of $\xi$ should be considered as bounds on the order of magnitude. For old pupae, we find $\xi$ smaller than a few times unity (figure 5, blue). For young pupae, we find $\xi$ larger than a few tens or one hundred (figure 5, green).

This model depends on three parameters measured independently of each other: the initial strain $\varepsilon_0$, the visco-elastic time $\tau$ and the friction-to-viscosity ratio $\xi$. To validate the model, we use it to numerically compute the whole space–time map of strains and displacements. We simulate each experiment using the values of $\tau$ and $\xi$ measured as described above. Figure 6 shows that we find a good agreement with experimental data. Moreover, we plot the square deviation between experimental and numerical data as a function of the parameter values $(\tau, \xi)$ (see §5). We check that the error landscapes we obtain are broadly consistent with our experimental estimates of $\xi$ and $\tau$ (see electronic supplementary material, figure S5).
4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Time scale

We report relaxation times $\tau$ in the range 5–20 s, and initial velocities in the range 0.1–0.6 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$. This agrees with the values provided by single cell junction ablation: 10–100 s for the relaxation times, 0.1–1 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$ for the initial velocities in other Drosophila tissues [3,25–28]. The model allows $\tau$ to be interpreted as a visco-elastic time. Its order of magnitude is typical of the visco-elastic times corresponding to cell internal degrees of freedom [40], also measured in cell aggregates [41,42].

Conversely, external degrees of freedom (such as cell–cell rearrangements or cell divisions) would have much larger visco-elastic times: in cell aggregates, they are typically of the order of several hours [11,41,43]. The time scales of morphogenesis in this tissue are also of the order of hours [29], as observed in other tissues as well, such as the Drosophila pupal wing [12]. Indeed continuous models of morphogenetic processes presuppose the existence of such a separation of time scales.

The present experimental data are well described assuming that a single visco-elastic time is relevant. Other experiments display a wide distribution of visco-elastic times [3,28]: the model can easily be modified so as to take this feature into account. Note that, in the presence of friction, the model already predicts that different parts of the severed domain relax at different rates (see electronic supplementary material, figure S4b).

4.2. Length scale

Measurements of $\varepsilon$, $\sigma/\eta$, $\tau$ and $\xi$ are performed as averages over the severed disc. The requirements on the averaging scale are that it should be (i) large enough to obtain a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio yielding significant results and (ii) small enough to be able to focus simultaneously on the whole severed ring despite the epithelium surface curvature which is observed in old pupae. The $y \rightarrow -y$ symmetry with respect to the midline observed in figures 1$b$–$d$, 5 and 6 acts as a control of the signal-to-noise ratio. The experimentally available range of scales corresponds to 60–100 cell areas; in other words, the semi-axis length $L$ corresponds to 4–5 cell diameters. For old pupae, scales smaller than $L$ are also probed, corresponding to the scale of bins (at least $L/2$ or $L/4$, see figures 5 and 6).

4.3. Friction

We experimentally determined the order of magnitude of the dimensionless friction-to-viscosity ratio, $\xi$ (figure 3$c$, horizontal axis). Obtaining more precise values of $\xi$ would depend on model ingredients, such as depth of ablation along the apico-basal axis, detailed cell geometry, tissue compressibility or type of friction.

For simplicity, we have modelled by a fluid friction [30] the dissipation on either surface of the epithelium, namely the haemolymph at the basal side and the cuticle at the apical side. We do not observe any threshold effect owing to solid friction, and the agreement between model and data justifies a posteriori our assumption.

For young pupae, the initial velocity field is not significantly higher than the noise level (figure 5, green). In this age group, it cannot be used to validate the model, and the estimate of $\xi$ strongly depends on the motion of domain parts located close to the boundary (equation (3.6)).

4.4. Continuous description

In the dorsal thorax, the severed domain fulfills the theoretical requirements for a continuous description: it contains a number of cells much larger than one (large enough to allow for averaging), while being much smaller than the total number of cells in the whole tissue.
One could ask whether averages at scale $L$ are meaningful, owing to variation of cell properties from cell to cell. We speculate that, if heterogeneities within the domain dominated the average, the domain boundary could, in principle, adopt any arbitrary shape compatible with the $y \rightarrow -y$ symmetry. However, in practice, we observed that the domain boundary at the beginning, as well as at the end, of the relaxation also displayed a $x \rightarrow -x$ symmetry (see figure 1b–d and electronic supplemental material, movies S1–S3) and can be fitted by an ellipse: this is consistent with the measurements of $\sigma/\eta$ and $\varepsilon$ as tensors averaged over scale $L$.

4.5. Model

Limits of our model lie in its simplifications: one-dimensional treatment, linear elasticity and viscosity, isotropy and homogeneity of material parameters including friction, identical properties of all cells contained in the severed region. However, the agreement between model and experiment is already good and validates these approximations a posteriori. We emphasize that one major goal of this model was to provide an order of magnitude of the friction-to-viscosity ratio $\xi$. We do not claim that this model is unique, nor that it is general. In the future, we hope to further test the model ingredients and relevance on this epithelium and other quasi-planar ones.

Since its ingredients are general, we expect our model to be of broad relevance when studying the relaxation of quasi-planar epithelia over similar time and length scales. However, the simplifications involved deserve further comments. In fact, completely different hypotheses could also be invoked to explain the spatial nonlinearity in the velocity profile observed for young and middle-aged pupae. For instance, the viscous component of biological tissues could be a nonlinear function of time, strain and strain rate [6]. A strain-dependent viscosity coefficient may lead to a nonlinear velocity profile without the need to invoke any external friction. Alternatively, a spatially heterogeneous friction might also explain the observed velocity profiles. Since a linear velocity profile is observed in older pupae, the amplitude of these additional, more complex ingredients would have to decrease strongly during development.

We believe that our model has the merit of simplicity. It successfully accounts for the description of the velocity profiles at any time. Each of its hypotheses could be tested experimentally and, if experimental results require it, hypotheses could be relaxed to lead to more detailed explorations. We expect that additional ingredients could strongly affect the value of $\xi$, but that other measurements presented here (namely $\varepsilon$, $\sigma/\eta$ and $\tau$) should be robust. The model thus provides a flexible and robust route to a mechanical description of quasi-planar epithelia.

4.6. Perspectives

Building upon classical single-junction laser ablations, our experiments enable measurement of the time evolution of the mechanical state (strain and stress-to-viscosity ratio) and material properties (relaxation time and friction-to-viscosity ratio) during pupa metamorphosis, as well as their anisotropy. This provides relevant ingredients for the modelling of a tissue as a continuous, linear, visco-elastic material.

Moreover, our approach provides a method to explore the biological causality of the observed properties, by analysing mutant phenotypes or by micro-injecting drugs. We conjecture that $\tau$ would be affected by low doses of drugs known to modify cytoskeletal rheology such as cytochalasin D [44], CK-666 [45] and Y-27632 [46], which, respectively, inhibit actin polymerization, Arp2/3 complex activity and Rho-kinase activity. We anticipate that modulating cell–cell adhesion by knock-down of E-cadherin or catenins [47] could affect the viscosity. Although we cannot modulate the cell–cytoskeleton adhesion, we could tune cell–matrix adhesion by knock-down of integrin or its linker to the cytoskeleton [47] to affect the friction and thereby modify $\xi$.

In principle, by establishing a complete map of $\sigma$ at different positions, one could determine the length scale at which $\sigma$ varies within the tissue, and check a posteriori whether it is larger than the scale $L$ used to measure $\sigma$. However, the present experiments measure the stress up to a dissipative prefactor, the tissue viscosity. Similarly, single cell junction ablation experiments measure force up to a prefactor (a friction coefficient), rarely discussed or measured in the literature. To separate the stress and viscosity variations, alternative methods to directly measure forces and viscosities in live epithelia are thus called for. These include the measurement of cell junction tensions from movie observations [48], where the unknown prefactor, namely the average tension over the whole image, is, by definition the same for all junctions. External mechanical manipulation [16–18] yields direct determination of out-of-plane elastic and/or viscous moduli, but the in-plane moduli are only indirectly determined. Another possible strategy could rely on microrheology [49–51]; either passive, by tracking the Brownian diffusion of beads within the cells, or active, by moving (magnetically or optically) a bead back and forth within a cell at a specified frequency. Such measurements could yield a direct access to the value of $\eta$, but at the intra-cellular level. Measuring $\eta$ at the scale of several cells directly, or indirectly by measuring $E$ and $\tau$ and using the relation $\eta = E\tau$, could be possible, but we are not aware yet of a published method.

Since $\varepsilon$ is a dimensionless geometrical quantity, its value is insensitive to cell size: the observed approximately sevenfold increase in $\varepsilon$ cannot be related to changes in cell size over time. It should involve other causes, which remain to be determined. Part of the measured increase in $\sigma/\eta$ values may be due to cell divisions, which decrease the average cell area by a factor of approximately 2 between young and old pupae. The observed increase is a factor of approximately 25, and thus should involve other causes as well. One candidate is a decrease of the tissue viscosity $\eta$. However, the near constancy of the visco-elastic time would then imply a corresponding increase in tissue elasticity, a rather unlikely coincidence. We therefore expect that stronger
tensile forces are at work in the tissue in older pupae. From 18 h after pupa formation onwards, the lateral part of the scutellum undergoes apical cell contractions that shape the lateral domain of the tissue [29]. This observation led us to divide the ablation experiments into the three age groups. It may also explain the changes in mechanical properties measured in the tissue for middle-aged and old pupae. To precisely analyse the causes of the increases in $\varepsilon$ and $\sigma/\gamma$ would therefore require identification of the genes that specifically affect the lateral contraction of the tissue.

Our experimental method should be applicable to other tissues. Performing experiments in an epithelium which is flat enough to significantly increase $L$, and with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio on the estimate of $\xi$, would enable the scaling of $\xi$ versus $L$ given by equation (3.5) to be checked.

5. METHODS

5.1. Experiments

Drosophila melanogaster larvae were collected at the beginning of metamorphosis (pupa formation) [52]. The pupae were kept at 25°C, then dissected and mounted as described in Ségalen et al. [53] (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Using the adherens junction protein E-cadherin fused to green fluorescent protein [54], we imaged the apical cell junctions by fluorescent microscopy [53].

The time-lapse laser-scanning microscope LSM710 NLO (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging) collected 512 × 512 pixel images in mono-photon mode at 488 nm excitation (pixel size in the range 0.24–0.29 μm) through a Plan-ApoChromat 63 × 1.40 oil objective. Before and after severing, the time interval between two consecutive frames was either 393 or 970 ms according to the scanning mode (bi- or mono-directional), without any apparent effect on the results presented here. We focused on the adherens junctions to be severed; owing to the epithelial surface curvature especially in old pupae, adherens junctions of innermost and outermost regions were slightly out of focus (see figure 1 and electronic supplementary material, movies S1–S3).

We defined a region of interest as an annular region of the scutellum undergoing apical cell contractions that shape the lateral domain of the tissue. To precisely analyse the causes of the increases in $\varepsilon$ and $\sigma/\gamma$, we had to divide the ablation experiments into the three age groups. It may also explain the changes in mechanical properties measured in the tissue for middle-aged and old pupae. To precisely analyse the causes of the increases in $\varepsilon$ and $\sigma/\gamma$, would therefore require identification of the genes that specifically affect the lateral contraction of the tissue.

5.2. Analysis

At the tissue scale, for each frame after the severing, the inner severed tissue boundary was fitted with an ellipse (figure 1c,d) using the ovuscule `isagell` plugin [35]. We have modified it so that each fitting procedure started from the ellipse fitted on the preceding image; such tracking improved the speed and robustness. Data of figure 2 are linearly fitted over a five-frame sliding window in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of position and velocity determinations.

Independently, at the cell scale, images were denoised with SAFIR software [55,56]. We took the logarithm of the grey levels, to obtain comparable intensity gradients in differently contrasted parts of the image (figure 4a). This allowed us to use the Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi (KLT) [57,58] tracking algorithm [59] by selecting approximately $10^2$ ‘features’ of interest, corresponding to most cell vertices (figure 4a). Features were tracked from frame to frame: they followed the cell vertex movement towards the centre, and we have observed no cell neighbour swapping. We checked that the features’ centre of mass had only a small displacement, which we subtracted from individual feature displacements without loss of generality. To implement a quasi-one-dimensional analysis, we collected the features in a band along the $y$-axis and similarly along the $x$-axis (figure 4b,c), and both axes were analysed separately. The band width (here 1/3 of the initial circle diameter) was chosen to be large enough to perform large statistics on features, and small enough to treat the features’ displacement as one-dimensional.

5.3. Comparison of model with experimental data

We numerically solved adimensionalized equations (see the electronic supplementary material) using the MatLab solver pdepe. For a given set of parameter values $(\tau, \xi)$, we calculated $\varepsilon_{(\tau, \xi)}$ from the strain of the feature of largest initial amplitude, and rescaled the solution of electronic supplementary material, equation 14, so as to satisfy electronic supplementary material, equation 3. Using the experimental initial positions of features $R_i^{\exp}(t = 0^+)$ and the calculated strain field $\varepsilon(z,t)$, we simulated the trajectories $R_i^{\text{sim}}(t)$, $i = 1 \ldots N_i$, where $N_i$ was the number of features.

The mismatch $\mathcal{E}$ with our computation was evaluated by comparison with the experimental trajectories, $R_i^{\exp}(t)$,

$$
\mathcal{E} = \frac{1}{N_i} \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \frac{1}{t_{\text{end}}} \sum_{t=1}^{t_{\text{end}}} \| R_i^{\text{sim}}(t) - R_i^{\exp}(t) \|^2, 
$$

where $\| \|$ denoted the Euclidean norm, and $t_{\text{end}}$ the number of movie images.
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